Liverpool is beginning to work on the next step of allowing patrons in so will keep you posted on our timeline once we work it out.

NOPL is as well. We’re doing curbside and planning to do that for the foreseeable future. Our next phase will be limited access for holds pickup and computer use by appointment.

SUNY Morrisville, we still don’t have any information on when staff can go back or when we can open. Nobody is telling us anything.

SU Library - first phase going back, but only a tiny amount of people getting through some circ and ILL backlog. next 2 phases of staff return at approx. two week intervals.

SUNY Upstate .. re-opening to our ID holders Monday, July 6th ...

@Upstate, we will try to hold our staff density to 50% ... those who can and want to work from home will continue to do so.

LPL is starting Summer Reading on 6/29 with craft packets etc like Elbridge.

We’re going to be doing our first story walk at North Syracuse in July; the parks department is also interested in expanding the story walk into other parts of the village.

where / whom do you call to purchase park passes?

we started curbside last week in Morrisville and SRP is virtual.

Cristina Pope: Clorox wipes!

hi when will info about the clrc be on the web site?

the conference.

Cristina Pope: average human temperature is now around 96

The temperature checking is just one layer of the protocol to weed out those who may be sick. It’s not meant as a catch all for everyone.

We are having people take their own temperatures as part of the symptom checker questions they have to answer before each shift.

What is the next stage after opening for comp appts?

What are the items folks made unavailable during curbside?

will libraries be open for hang out ever?

beauchamp only does books and movies from ocpl.

https://square.site/book/N7RAA02RHA9YT/golden-bee-bookshop-liverpool-ny

I think I’ve shared this before, but Childcare Solutions put this out about a month ago:

https://childcaresolutionscny.org/guidance-revitalizing-or-reopening

what is the cost for the virtual clrc conference?
01:25:24  Rebecca Kluberdanz: Miranda - as of now we're hoping the cost of the conference will be free but there is a chance we could charge a minimal cost. If we did charge a fee, it would be at most $20.

01:28:52  miranda mcdermott bc ocpl: are people tracking digital statistics and use of digital resources and has there been a large increase?

01:30:51  Manlius Library: Thanks Marc!